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The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary is a distillation of the twenty-volume
Oxford English Dictionary into just two volumes. In this Deluxe Edition, the
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary comprises the two-volume printed edition of
the book together with the CD-ROM version of the dictionary, giving users
maximum access to this unique resource.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from third-party sellers are not guaranteed
by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitles included
with the product.
"Consumers are growing more aware of the importance and value of the data
they personally generate across industries and domains. Financial services is
one such area where the link between one's personal data and its economic
value is most clearly established, and consumers are beginning to agitate for and
gain a measure of agency over their data. A study of the phenomenon of open
banking provides a focused lens on the broader phenomena of data proliferation
and data monetization. Thus, open banking and its related legal and economic
issues along with policy ideas, such as consumer financial data rights, can serve
as an interesting model for the broader policy discussion on general data rights.
Open banking is a specific manifestation of the revolution of consumer
technology in banking and will dramatically change not only how we bank but
also the world of finance and how we interact with it. Since the United Kingdom
along with the rest of the European Union adopted rules requiring banks to share
customer data to improve competition in the banking sector, a wave of countries
from Asia to Africa to the Americas have adopted various forms of their own open
banking regimes. Among Basel Committee jurisdictions, at least fifteen
jurisdictions have some form of open banking, and this number does not even
include the many jurisdictions outside the Basel Committee membership with
open banking activities. Although U.S. banks and market participants have been
sharing customer-permissioned data for the past twenty years and there has
been recent but limited policy discussions, such as the Obama administration's
failed Consumer Data Privacy Bill and the Data Aggregation Principles of the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, open banking is still a little-known
concept among consumers and policymakers in the States. This book defines the
concept of 'open banking' and explores key legal, policy and economic questions
raised by open banking"-This wide-ranging and authoritative dictionary contains over 7,100 entries
covering all areas of business and management, including marketing,
organizational behaviour, business strategy, law, and taxation. In its sixth edition,
it features the very latest developments, such as those relating to information
technology (including mobile technology), and the financial crisis and the
subsequent sovereign debt crisis. Entries have been updated to refer to recent
events and news in the field, for example the LIBOR scandal. Over 100 new
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entries have been added including bitcoin, Cog's Ladder, mobile commerce, Six
Sigma, social media, theory of institutional deficiencies, and zero-hours contract.
Furthermore, there is expanded coverage of areas such as financial regulation
and corporate social responsibility, with a number of new entries offering insight
into these topics, including aw-shucks defence and Financial Conduct Authority.
The new edition of this established bestselling dictionary elucidates modern
financial and management jargon, defining entries in a clear, concise, and
accessible manner. With recommended web links for many entries, accessible
and kept up to date via the Dictionary of Business and Management companion
website, this edition is more informative than ever. This A--Z reference work is
essential for business students, teachers and professionals, and useful for
anyone needing a guide to business terminology.
Following the chaotic effects of the global financial crisis on European financial
markets, the legislative regime introduced by the European Union (EU)
represents a dramatic new approach to bank insolvency law, and will have a
profound effect on the way banks function. The second edition of EU Banking
and Insurance Insolvency evaluates these important developments and their
implications for the Eurozone countries. A comprehensive general introduction
sets out the EU insolvency law framework and the principles which govern
financial institutions. The book provides detailed commentary on the Bank
Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD) and Single Resolution Mechanism
Regulation (SRMR), the legislative instruments central to the EU's response to
the crisis, intended to harmonize Member States law. It considers the new
powers given to government authorities under the BRRD to write down shares
and debt instruments issued by banks, and the function of the newly created
'Single Resolution Board'. Commentary on the Winding-Up Directive
(2001/24/EC) and the Insurance Insolvency Directive (2001/17/EC) discusses the
significant changes these statutes have undergone as a consequence of the
adoption of the BRRD and SRMR, as well as several high-profile court cases
decided on the interpretation of these two statutes, including the Landsbanki and
Kaupthing cases, and the Lehman Brothers, Isis Investments, and Heritable Bank
cases. This is an invaluable practitioner guide to the new European banking
insolvency regime, written by experts in the field.
This topical and accessible work analyses the deposit protection and bank
resolution regimes in the EU and UK. The book examines key amendments to
the regulatory framework post crisis, such as the Bank Recovery and Resolution
Directive, and the impact of these changes on banks, legal practitioners and
regulators. The book provides an assessment of current deposit protection
schemes and insurance in the context of financial stability, and highlights the UK
regime's limitations in relation to the US and EU systems, and possible areas for
reform. All issues relating to deposit protection schemes are covered, providing a
comprehensive analysis and comparison between the UK, EU and US regimes.
Most importantly, a novel approach is followed, which addresses the much
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discussed objective of financial stability from a different perspective: by
enhancing and focusing on depositor protection.
Now thoroughly updated and expanded, this second edition will be invaluable for
reference in the office, at college, or at home. The comprehensive range of
entries covering the whole field of finance and banking will make it an essential
item for both students and professionals, while theclarity and coverage of
personal finance also make it the most accessible dictionary for personal
investors. 3000 authoritative entries on every aspect of the financial world;
international coverage of the world's important financial centres; personal
finance, from investments, pensions andtaxation.
For a long time the topic of national development banks was limited to a debate
between admirers and detractors of these institutions, often inserted into a more
general debate of state versus markets. Since the 2007/8 North Atlantic financial
crisis however, interest and support for these institutions has broadly increased in
both developing and developed countries. Key issues such as understanding
how development banks work, what their main aims are, and what their links with
the private financial and corporate sector are have come to the forefront, and
there is an increased interest in what instruments, incentives, and governance
work better in general and in particular contexts. The Future of National
Development Banks provides an in-depth study of several key examples of these
institutions based in Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Germany, Mexico, and Peru.
It explores horizontal issues such as their role in innovation and structural
change, sustainable infrastructure financing, financial inclusion, and regulatory
rules. It provides both research and policy-oriented perspectives on how these
banks can make a significant contribution to a countries' development, and
analyses their roles within broader economic policy, their governance, and the
main instruments they use to perform their function. The Future of National
Development Banks has important policy implications for countries that have
these institutions and can improve them, and countries that do not have them yet
and can learn from best practice.
It is almost universally agreed that banks are of central importance for economic
growth, the efficient allocation of capital, financial stability, and the
competitiveness and development of manufacturing and service sectors. And, at
least in recent decades, it has also widely been believed that high-performing
banks, supported by state-of-the-art risk-management capabilities, and lighttouch, market-based regulation would allow plentiful finance for investment,
leading to economic growth. However, since 2007, as the global financial system
has endured extreme turbulence with banks suffering stomach-churning losses,
necessitating unbelievable bailouts by national governments this orthodoxy has
been roundly challenged. Academics and policymakers alike have been forced
fundamentally to re-examine the scale, scope, governance, performance, as well
as the safety and soundness, of financial institutions. The necessity for such
urgent reassessments underscores the timeliness of this new Major Work
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collection from Routledge. It meets the need for an authoritative reference work
to map the existing scholarly corpus, and to make sense of the continuing
explosion in research output. Edited by John O. S. Wilson, a leading scholar,
Banking is a five-volume collection which brings together the very best
foundational and cutting-edge contributions to the field. The collection is divided
into four principal parts. Part 1 is dedicated to The Theory and Business of
Banking . The second part deals with The Industrial Organization of Banking,
while Part 3 explores Deregulation, Regulation, Supervision, and Crises . The
final part of the collection brings together the best scholarship and other useful
materials on Banks and the Macro economy . The collection is fully indexed. It
also includes comprehensive introductions and overviews to each principal part,
newly written by the editor, which place the material in its intellectual and
historical context. It is an essential work of reference and is destined to be valued
by users as a vital one-stop research resource.
With over 5,500—including 150 new—accessible entries, this sixth edition of the
bestselling Dictionary of Finance and Banking has been fully revised and updated
to take into account the ever-developing financial landscape of the last five years.
This comprehensive A-Z defines terms from all aspects of personal and
international finance, including money markets, private investments and
borrowing, central banking, foreign exchanges, monetary policy, and public and
government finance. Now with expanded international coverage to reflect the ongoing globalization of financial markets and the growing importance of
development finance, with new entries such as village banking, Islamic
Development Bank, and M-Pesa. Quick links for additional online resources
relating to the field can also be found on the companion website to expand
reading and delve deeper into the world of finance and banking. With clear and
accessible definitions, this jargon-free dictionary is a companion volume to the
other financial titles in this bestselling series (A Dictionary of Business and
Management, A Dictionary of Accounting, and A Dictionary of Economics), and
provides accurate and valuable information for students, practitioners, private
investors, and readers of the financial pages alike.
This fully revised and updated second edition provides over 7,000 definitions of
travel and tourism terminology used throughout the world, highlighting the many
differences between US and European usage. It covers all aspects of the tourism
industry, including hospitality, transport, and ancillary services. It explains the
operating language of the travel industry, acronyms and abbreviations of
organizations, associations and trade bodies, IT terms and brand names, and
provides website addresses. Entries vary from one-line definitions to 500 word
articles, and references are provided for further reading. This new edition
contains over 500 new entries and the unique cross referencing system has been
extended; for example accessing any entry about business travel leads to over
70 others. It is an essential reference tool for anyone involved in tourism
research, and everyone in the travel industry.
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This best-selling dictionary includes more than 3,800 entries covering all aspects
of accounting, including financial accounting, financial reporting, management
accounting, taxation, auditing, corporate finance, and accounting bodies and
institutions. Its international coverage includes important terms from UK, US,
Australia, India, and Asia-Pacific. Over 150 new entries have been added to this
edition to reflect the very latest developments in the accounting profession, e.g.
Accounting Coucil, European Financial Stability Mechanism, and General AntiAbuse Rule. In addition, existing entries have been updated to cover the latest
developments, most notably the Financial Reporting Standard Applicable in the
UK and the Republic of Ireland, which sets out new rules in areas such as
goodwill, hedge accounting, and fair value accounting. There is increased
coverage of topics such as corporate governance, accounting ethics, accounting
scandals, and major firms and professional bodies. With its authoritative and
accessible definitions and its wide-ranging coverage, this dictionary is essential
for students and professionals in accounting and finance. It is also an ideal
source of reference for anyone seeking a clear guide to the often-confusing world
of accountancy terms.
This is an open access title available under the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
International licence. It is free to read at Oxford Scholarship Online and offered
as a free PDF download from OUP and selected open access
locations.International banking standards are intended for the regulation of large,
complex, risk-taking international banks with trillions of dollars in assets and
operations across the globe. Yet they are being implemented in countries with
nascent financial markets and small banks that have yet to ventureinto
international markets. Why is this? This book develops a new framework to
explain regulatory interdependence between countries in the core and the
periphery of the global financial system. Drawing on in-depth analysis of eleven
countries across Africa, Asia, and Latin America, it shows howfinancial
globalisation generates strong reputational and competitive incentives for
developing countries to converge on international standards. It explains how
specific cross-border relations between regulators, politicians, and banks within
developing countries, and international actors includinginvestors, peer regulators,
and international financial institutions, generate regulatory interdependence. It
explains why some configurations of domestic politics and forms of integration
into global finance generate convergence with international standards, while
other configurations lead todivergence. This book contributes to our
understanding of the ways in which governments and firms in the core of global
finance powerfully shape regulatory decisions in the periphery, and the ways that
governments and firms from peripheral developing countries manoeuvre within
the constraints andopportunities created by financial globalisation.
This best-selling Dictionary of Finance and Banking includes over 5,200 entries.
The fifth edition has been fully revised and updated, and adds more than 150
new entries. These focus particularly upon recent terminology, institutions, and
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safety measures coined or introduced since the economic crash of 2008-9,
including reactions to the crisis such as the Asset Protection Scheme and the
Financial Stability Oversight Council. The dictionary defines terms from all
aspects of personal and international finance, including money markets, private
investments and borrowing, central banking, foreign exchanges, monetary policy,
and public and government finance. Now with expanded coverage of capital
structure and corporate restructuring. Recommended up-to-date web links for
many entries, accessed via the Dictionary of Finance and Banking website,
provide valuable extra information. With clear and accessible definitions, this
jargon-free dictionary is a companion volume to the other financial titles in this
best-selling series, A Dictionary of Business and Management, A Dictionary of
Accounting, and A Dictionary of Economics, and provides accurate and valuable
information for students, practitioners, private investors, and readers of the
financial pages alike.
Defines terms connected with insurance, the securities industry, international
banking, finance, investment, and business law, and includes acronyms and
abbreviations
This authoritative dictionary covers every aspect of personal and international
finance. It has been fully revised and updated, particularly with regards to
terminology relating to the financial crash of 2008-9. With clear definitions for
over 5,200 entries, it is an indispensable guide for anyone involved in finance and
banking.
The first twenty years of the European Central Bank (ECB) offer a clear demonstration
of how a central bank can navigate macroeconomic insecurity and crisis. As the global
economy moves into a new phase of unheralded uncertainty, the story of the ECB
holds multiple lessons of wider significance for the central banking community and
researchers of monetary policy. This volume provides a unique account of how the ECB
has reacted to the challenges confronting the euro area through its monetary policy,
turning to innovative measures and unprecedented policy actions to fend off the various
threats posed by the global financial turmoil of 2007/08, the euro area sovereign debt
market crisis, and the subsequent period of anaemic growth and deflationary pressures.
It also addresses some of the criticisms the ECB has faced regarding its policy
initiatives. It identifies the ultimate motivation behind the ECB's cautious attitude in the
early phases of the financial crisis, and its peculiar definition of price stability and
attention for credit creation, as well as addressing the criticism that central banks were
fundamentally unprepared to head off a major financial cataclysm as they were wedded
to a deficient economic paradigm which made them blind to financial risks. It also
shows that the ECB's unconventional low-interest policies have not compromised the
position of financial intermediaries in the way commentators initially predicted they
would. By condensing the facts and lessons of the first 20 years of the ECB, this
volume will acquaint the reader with the structures and decision-making processes
behind the complex, often controversial, crisis measures that were taken during some
of the toughest economic challenges in the history of modern Europe, and provide them
with fresh ex-post analysis on their effect on the real economy and inflation.
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Regional development banks (RDB) have become increasingly important in the world
economy, but have also been relatively under-researched to date. This timely volume
addresses this lack of attention by providing a comprehensive, comparative, and
empirically informed analysis of their origins, evolution, and contemporary role in the
world economy through to the second decade of the twenty-first century. In Regional
Development Banks in the World Economy, the editors provide an analytical framework
that includes a revised categorisation of RDB by geographic operation and function.
Part one offers detailed analyses of the origins, evolution, and contemporary role of the
major RDB, including the Inter-American Development Bank, the African Development
Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the European Investment Bank, the Central
American Bank, the Andean Development Corporation, the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. Part
two offers comparative analyses of key topics on RDB, examining their initial design
and their changing business models, their shifting role in promoting policies supported
by the United States as hegemon and the private sector. The volume ends with a
critical reflection on the role played by RDB to date and a strong defence of the need
for these banks in an increasingly complex world economy.
National development banks (NDBs) have transformed from outdated relics of national
industrial policy to central pillars of the European Union's economic project. This book
explores why the EU has supported an increased role for NDBs, and how we might
understand the dynamics between NDBs and European incentives and constraints.
The financial crisis of 2008 aroused widespread interest in banking and financial history
among policy makers, academics, journalists, and even bankers, in addition to the
wider public. References in the press to the term 'Great Depression' spiked after the
failure of Lehman Brothers in November 2008, with similar surges in references to
'economic history' at various times during the financial turbulence. In an attempt to
better understand the magnitude of the shock, there was a demand for historical
parallels. How severe was the financial crash? Was it, in fact, the most severe financial
crisis since the Great Depression? Were its causes unique or part of a well-known
historical pattern? And have financial crises always led to severe depressions?
Historical reflection on the recent financial crises and the long-term development of the
financial system go hand in hand. This volume provides the material for such a
reflection by presenting the state of the art in banking and financial history. Nineteen
highly regarded experts present chapters on the economic and financial side of banking
and financial activities, primarily though not solely in advanced economies, in a longterm comparative perspective. In addition to paying attention to general issues, not
least those related to theoretical and methodological aspects of the discipline, the
volume approaches the banking and financial world from four distinct but interrelated
angles: financial institutions, financial markets, financial regulation, and financial crises.
This new book analyses the challenge of how money (including coins, notes, credit, and
virtual currency) should be defined from both a legal and an economic perspective. As
new electronic payment mechanisms proliferate, this question of definition is likely to
become an important issue in global legal, commercial, economic, macro-prudential
and fiscal policymaking. The book re-examines 'money' in this context by identifying the
role it plays in various transactions and to what extent, for example, cryptocurrencies
and 'quasi-money' are interchangeable with, analogous to, or different from traditional
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monetary systems. Beginning with a summary of the legal nature of money, the book
explains the distinction between money and payment obligations, as well as providing
an overview of the fundamental characteristics of money. It analyses how the law
identifies money by pinpointing characteristics of particular transactions such as sale of
goods transactions, including the position where the exchange of goods is for 'ecurrency'. Other situations or transactions examined include the recovery of stolen
money, claims for non-delivery of money, and how obligations to pay operate. The book
also considers the role of money in the banking system, exploring how various
currencies can be used as claims on financial institutions, examining whether the
systemic stability of the industry is threatened by non-traditional currency forms. Finally,
the book addresses, and seeks to develop a conceptual framework for how alternative
currencies might work in place of money as a medium for saving.
A Dictionary of Finance and BankingOxford University Press, USA
This dictionary covers all aspects of finance and banking, from personal investments to
international trading.
Title on cover: Oxford dictionary of economics.
The period since the Global Financial Crisis and numerous scandals have exposed some
areas of serious illegal and unethical conduct within western banking systems. Despite
extensive reforms it is increasingly apparent however that there is a persistent problem with
the 'culture' of banking in Anglo-America. US and UK state managers made substantial efforts
to reform the culture of their banking sectors. However, this book argues that they focused on
an extremely narrow definition of bank culture. They did so for two reasons: firstly, because the
structural pressures of financialization - which are a far more important driver of the
problematic features of bank culture in Anglo-America - are harder to remedy; but secondly,
state managers also used their bank culture response to tackle a legitimacy crisis facing their
institutions of government. In so doing they abdicated responsibility for the real problems - of
inequality and instability - associated with their respective financial systems Drawing on
interviews with more than 150 individuals working in financial services as well as regulators,
politicians, and lawyers, The Bank Culture Debate explains the strategies employed by state
managers before then examining what has and has not changed in the culture of banking in
the US and UK.
This best-selling dictionary is an authoritative and comprehensive source of jargon-free legal
information. It contains over 4,200 entries that clearly define the major terms, concepts,
processes, and the organization of the English legal system. This is a reissue with new covers
and essential updates to account for recent changes. Highlighted feature entries discuss key
topics in detail, for example adoption law, the appeals system, statement of terms of
employment, and terrorism acts, and there is a useful Writing and Citation Guide that
specifically addresses problems and established conventions for writing legal essays and
reports. Now providing more information than ever before, this edition features recommended
web links for many entries, which are accessed and kept up to date via the Dictionary of Law
companion website. Described by leading university lecturers as 'the best law dictionary' and
'excellent for non-law students as well as law undergraduates', this classic dictionary is an
invaluable source of legal reference for professionals, students, and anyone else needing
succinct clarification of legal terms. Focusing primarily on English law, it also provides a onestop source of information for any of the many countries that base their legal system on
English law.
This edited volume offers a study of national banking systems and explains how banking
developed in the years preceding the international financial crisis that erupted in 2007. Its
analysis of market-based banking shows the impact of the financial crisis in eleven developed
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economies, including all of the G7 economies.
In this timely and provocative book, James Stent, a banker with decades of experience in
Asian banking and fluency in Chinese language, explains how Chinese banks work, analyzes
their strengths and weaknesses, and sets forth the challenges they face in a slowing economy.
Without minimizing the real issues Chinese banks face, China's Banking Transformation
challenges negative media accounts and reports of "China bears". Based on his 13 years of
service on the boards of China Minsheng Bank, a privately owned listed bank, and China
Everbright Bank, a state-controlled listed bank, the author brings the informed view of an
insider to the reality of Chinese banking. China's Banking Transformation demonstrates that
Chinese banks have transformed into modern, well-run commercial banks, playing a vital role
supporting China's extraordinary economic growth. Acknowledging that China's banks are
different from Western banks, the author explains that they are hybrid banks, borrowing
extensively from Western models, but at the same time operating within a traditional Chinese
cultural framework and in line with China's governance model. From his personal experience
working at board level, Stent describes the governance and management of China's banks,
including the role of the Communist Party. He sees China's banks as embedded in ancient
concepts of how government and society work in China, and also as actors within a market
socialist political economy. The Chinese banking system today bears similarities with banking
in Northeast Asian "developmental states" of recent past, and also pre-1949 Chinese banking.
As the first account of Chinese banking by a Westerner who has worked in China's banks,
China's Banking Transformation should be read by anyone interested in the political economy
of contemporary China, in Asian development issues, and in banking issues generally. The
book dispels misconceptions and provides insight into the financial aspects of China's
economic growth story.
The Oxford Handbook of Banking, Third Edition provides an overview and analysis of
developments and research in this rapidly evolving field. Aimed at graduate students of
economics, banking, and finance; academics; practitioners; regulators; and policy makers, it
strikes a balance between abstract theory, empirical analysis, and practitioner and policyrelated material. Split into five distinct parts The Oxford Handbook of Banking is a one-stop
source of relevant research in banking. It examines the theory of banking, bank operations and
performance, regulatory and policy perspectives, macroeconomic perspectives in banking, and
international differences in banking structures and environments. Taking a global perspective it
examines banking systems in the United States, China, Japan, Australia and New Zealand,
Africa, the European Union, transition countries of Europe, and Latin America. Thematic issues
covered include financial innovation and technological change; consumer and mortgage
lending; Islamic banking; and how banks influence real economic activity. Fully revised and
now including brand new chapters on a range of geographical regions, bank bailouts and bailins, and behavioral economics amongst many other topics, this third edition of The Oxford
Handbook of Banking provides readers with insights to seminal and contemporary research in
banking and an opportunity to learn about the diversity of financial systems around the world.
This bestselling dictionary is an authoritative and comprehensive source of jargon-free legal
information. It contains over 4,800 entries that clearly define the major terms, concepts,
processes, and the organization of the English legal system. Now in its ninth edition, it has
been fully updated to incorporate recent case law and the latest legislation, such as the
Modern Slavery Act 2015, the Brexit legislation, and changes in consumer, tax, and family law.
Over 100 new entries have been added, including Article 50, Brexit, the Marriage (Same Sex
Couples) Act 2013, and intercountry adoption. In addition, there is a useful Writing and Citation
Guide that specifically addresses problems and established conventions for writing legal
essays and reports. Now providing more information than ever before, this edition features
recommended web links for many entries, which are accessed and kept up to date via the
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Dictionary of Law companion website. Described by leading university lecturers as 'the best
law dictionary' and 'excellent for non-law students as well as law undergraduates', this classic
dictionary is an invaluable source of legal reference for professionals, students, and anyone
else needing succinct clarification of legal terms. Focusing primarily on English law, it also
provides a one-stop source of information for any of the many countries that base their legal
system on English law.
With over 5,500--including 150 new--accessible entries, this sixth edition of the bestselling
Dictionary of Finance and Banking has been fully revised and updated to take into account the
ever-developing financial landscape of the last five years. This comprehensive A-Z defines
terms from all aspects of personal and international finance, including money markets, private
investments and borrowing, central banking, foreign exchanges, monetary policy, and public
and government finance. International coverage is expanded to reflect the on-going
globalization of financial markets and the growing importance of development finance, with
new entries such as "village banking," "Islamic Development Bank," and "M-Pesa." Quick links
for additional online resources relating to the field can also be found on the companion website
to expand reading and delve deeper into the world of finance and banking. With clear and
accessible definitions, this jargon-free dictionary is a companion volume to the other financial
titles in this bestselling series (A Dictionary of Business and Management, A Dictionary of
Accounting, and A Dictionary of Economics), and provides accurate and valuable information
for students, practitioners, private investors, and readers of the financial pages alike.
This new edition of the Concise Oxford Spanish Dictionary offers authoritative coverage of over
175,000 words and phrases, and 240,000 translations. Includes brand new information on
online banking, and booking tickets.
In the years since the 2008 financial crisis, U.S. federal prosecutors have brought dozens of
criminal cases against the world's most powerful banks, charging them with manipulating
financial indices, helping their customers evade taxes, evading sanctions, and laundering
money. To settle these cases, global banks like UBS, Barclays, HSBC and BNP Paribas paid
tens of billions of dollars in fines. They also agreed to extensive reforms, hiring hundreds of
compliance officers, spending billions on new systems, and installing independent monitors. In
effect, they agreed to become worldwide enforcers of U.S. law, including financial sanctionssometimes despite their own governments' protests. This book examines the U.S. enforcement
campaign against global banks across four areas: benchmark manipulation, tax evasion,
sanctions violations, and sovereign debt. It shows that U.S. prosecutors have unilaterally
carved out a new role as global bank regulators, heralding a fundamental shift in how
international finance is overseen. Their ability to do so stems from U.S. control over access to
vital hubs of the international financial system. In some areas, unilateral U.S. actions have
ushered in important multilateral reforms, such as the rise of automatic tax information
exchange and better-regulated financial indices. In other areas, such as financial sanctions,
unilateralism has attracted protests from other states and spurred attempts to challenge U.S.
dominance of international finance.
Banks seem all too often involved in cases of misconduct, particularly involving the exploitation
of tax systems. Banking on Failure explains why and how banks "game the system",
accounting for these misconduct cases and analysing the wider implications for financial
markets and tax systems. Banking on Failure: Cum-Ex and Why and How Banks Game the
System explains why banks design and use structured products to exploit tax systems. It
describes one of the biggest and most complex cases - the "cum-ex" scandal - in which
hundreds of banks and funds from across the globe participated in the raid on the public
exchequers of a number of countries, with losses in the tens of billions of euros. The book then
draws on the significance of this case study, and what this tells us about modern banks and
their interactions with tax systems. Banking on Failure demonstrates why the exploitation of tax
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systems by banks is an inevitable feature of the financial markets landscape, and suggests
possible responses.
States and banks have traditionally maintained close ties. At various points in time, states have
used banks to manage their economies and soak up government debt, while banks enjoyed
regulatory forbearance, restricted competition, and implicit or explicit guarantees from their
home markets. The political foundations of banks have thus been powerful and enduring, with
actors on both sides of the aisle reluctant to sever relations. The central argument of this book,
however, is that in the world's largest integrated market, Europe, the traditional political ties
between states and banks have been transformed. Specifically, through a combination of postcommunist transition, monetary union, and economic crisis, states in Europe no longer wield
preponderant influence over their banks. Banking on Markets explains why we have witnessed
the radical denationalization of this politically vital sector, as well as the consequences for
economic volatility and policy autonomy. The findings in Europe have implications for other
world regions, which, to varying degrees, have also experienced intensified pressure on their
traditional models of domestic political control over finance. Through an investigation of foreign
bank behavior in economic crises, the developmental consequences of political control over
banks and the emergence of European Banking Union in the Eurozone, the book advances
three main findings. First is that foreign bank ownership need not necessarily lead to economic
vulnerability of host states. Second is that marketized bank-state ties do, however, limit
pathways to catching up in the global economy. And third is that European Banking Union has
strengthened the euro's credibility while cutting down substantially on Eurozone member
states' economic policy discretion. This book details the intense political struggles that have
underpinned all three outcomes.
Most people think of the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) as a distinctly British product. Begun
in England 150 years ago, it took more than 60 years to complete and, when it was finally
finished in 1928, the British prime minister heralded it as a 'national treasure'. It maintained this
image throughout the twentieth century, and in 2006 the English public voted it an 'Icon of
England', alongside Marmite, Buckingham Palace and the bowler hat. However, this book
shows that the dictionary is not as 'British' as we all thought. The linguist and lexicographer,
Sarah Ogilvie, combines her insider knowledge and experience with impeccable research to
show that the OED is in fact an international product in both its content and its making. She
examines the policies and practices of the various editors, applies qualitative and quantitative
analysis, and finds new OED archival materials in the form of letters, reports and proofs. She
demonstrates that the OED, in its use of readers from all over the world and its coverage of
World English, is in fact a global text.
This fully updated edition offers over 120,000 words, phrases, and definitions. It covers all the
words you need for everyday use, carefully selected from the evidence of the Oxford English
Corpus, a databank of 21st century English, containing over 2 billion words.The Factfinder
centre section gives quick-reference entries on topics including famous people, countries, and
science. Includes 3 months' access to Oxford Dictionaries Pro at oxforddictionaries.com.
The Oxford Handbook of Cyberpsychology explores a wide range of cyberpsychological
processes and activities through the research and writings of some of the world's leading
cyberpsychology experts. The book is divided into eight sections covering topics as varied as
online research methods, self-presentation and impression management, technology across
the lifespan, interaction and interactivity, online groups and communities, social media, health
and technology,video gaming and cybercrime and cybersecurity.
A Dictionary of Marketing is an accessible and wide-ranging A-Z, providing over 2,600 entries
on topics spanning terms for traditional marketing techniques (from strategy, positioning,
segmentation, and branding, to all aspects of marketing planning, research, and analysis), as
well as leading marketing theories and concepts. Both classic and modern marketing
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techniques are covered. Entries reflect modern changes in marketing practice, including the
use of digital and multi media, the impact of the world wide web on advertising, and the
increased influence of social media, search engine optimization, and global marketing. Also
included is a time line of the development of marketing as a discipline and the key events that
impacted the development, as well as over 100 relevant web links, accessed and updated via
a companion website. In addition, the main appendix provides greater depth on the subject,
including advertising and brand case studies with a strong international focus. These are
arranged thematically, e.g. automobile industry, food and drink, luxury goods, and focus on
iconic brands, marketing campaigns, and slogans of the 20th century that have permeated our
collective consciousness, exploring how the ideas defined in the main text of the book have
been utilised successfully in practice across the globe. This dictionary is an indispensable
resource for students of marketing and related disciplines, as well as a practical guide for
professional practitioners.
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